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Biographic data 
 
Born in Milan on 22 April 1952. Graduated in Law at Milan State University School of Law in 

1976. He practices the legal profession as criminal defense counsel since 1978, being qualified 

as a barrister before the Italian Supreme Courts. 

Academic activity and main publications 

Associate professor of Criminal Law at Università commerciale “Luigi Bocconi” of Milan. 

Since 1990 lecturer at the Bocconi Business Lawyer (post-graduate) on economic/financial 

crime. From 1995 to 1998 professor of Criminal Law at Milano State University School of Law 

(Como Branch) and from 1998 professor of Criminal Law at Insubria University School of Law 

(Como). He is reader of economic/financial criminal law at the Sant’Anna School for Advanced 

Studies and Specialization of Pisa; he teaches postgraduate specialization courses at the Milan 

State University and the Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, as well as at the School for 

Advanced Studies for Judges, for the (national and decentralized) training of judges. He has 

been invited as a speaker at many conferences/seminars on criminal law topics. Since 1978 he is 

a member of the editorial board of the Rivista italiana di Diritto e Procedura penale (subeditor 

from 1989 to 2003); member of the editorial board of the law journals Diritto penale 

contemporaneo-Rivista trimestrale and Sistema penale. He is also a member of the editorial 

advisory boards (in charge of peer reviews) of the Italian law journals La legislazione penale 

and Le Società. 

He is the author of over one hundred academic publications in leading law journals in various 

areas of economic/financial crime (corporate crime, bankruptcy offences, tax crimes, banking 

offences, market abuse, as well as in the areas of environmental crime and corporate criminal 

liability) and in some domains related to the general part of criminal law (causation and criteria 

for ascribing subjective liability for a misconduct, such as negligence, intent, mistake and 

awareness of unlawfulness). 


